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Triumph for Team PrISUm and race organizers!
The American Solar Challenge 2001 began
July 15 in downtown Chicago and concluded
on July 25th in Claremont CA. Thirty teams
participated in this grueling race across the
United States. PrISUm Odyssey finished 16th
overall, 14th in the open class.
"We knew this car could compete, and I think
the team rose to the occasion and pulled together to keep the car on the road when we
faced some technical challenges early in the
race." - Nick Mohr, Former Project Director

www.prisum.iastate.

S p ecial T h a n ks t o o ur
S u p p ort ers a n d S p o nsors w h o m a d e o ur
dre a ms a re ality!

Team PrISUm is more than an club!
By Benjamin Nimmergut, Former
Assistant Director

Team PrISUm was my Springboard!
Are there any similarities between
PrISUm Odyssey and a Boeing 777? More
than I could have ever imagined. Project
management, communication skills, and the
design process are skills and ideas that I
learned while on Team PrISUm that I never
knew I had until I started working at Boeing.
Being a part of Team PrISUm enabled me, along with my teammates to
grow in these areas. It was necessary for us
to develop these skills in order to construct
a successful solar car. In turn, these are the
skills that are also necessary to construct
products in the professional workplace.
I am beginning to understand,
more deeply, why so many companies
value their contributions to Team PrISUm.
At first, I thought that most companies
value the alternative energy research that
we were doing. However, I now understand first hand that companies are also
looking to contribute to an organization that
enables students to develop the skills that
are such a necessity in the workplace.
We are graduating from ISU and
Team PrISUm with skills that allow us to
immediately enter into the workforce ready
and willing to take on any task that we are

ambitious enough to tackle!
I am fortunate enough to be working with a large group of people at Boeing
that are finishing the development work for
the new longer-range 777 that will enter the
skies late next year. Specifically, I am
working on the development of the new
video systems. These are the same video
monitors that you watch the pre-flight
emergency address and all the wonderful
movies on!
I am so proud of the skills that I
learned on Team PrISUm because these are
the same skills that we are using to finish
our designs at Boeing. Funny enough, the
only large difference between our design
process and the ones I went through on
Team PrISUm is that I am now working
with people that are my ISU professors’
ages!
So can college life be a lot like life
after college? No, not really. However the
projects that we did while in college and
those we do after college can parallel each
other very closely. Skills that are learned
through real-world applications in college
are again utilized in our careers.
Every day while working through
designs for the Boeing 777, I reflect back
and feel proud that some of my skills originated from my time on Team PrISUm.
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Directors Note

The Logistics Behind the Race

By Nick Mohr
Former Director, Team PrISUm

By Ross Fischer, Assistant Director

Hello again! It hardly seems time
to be reading about the beginning of a
new solar car! Even after several years
of being involved with Team PrISUm, I
still get excited when I hear about the
new progress going on in Ames.
As most of you know, I have retired from solar racing. This afternoon,
though, when I was walking through
campus, I was still thinking about solar
racing and about the power of the sun.
You know, I think that as students, it is
easy to get wrapped up in what sometimes seems like an ordinary project.
Since my retirement from Team
PrISUm, however, I am continually reminded of how original building a solar
car can be.
Over the course of Project Odyssey, Team PrISUm’s assistant director
Ben Nimmergut had a “battle cry” that
he regularly wrote on the chalkboard
and used during his pep talks. Ben
used to say, “WE’RE BUILDING A
SOLAR CAR!!!,” and while I think we
all realized that he was right, it has
taken a little distance from the project
for me to fully realize what that statement really means.
Not everyone builds solar cars…in
fact, most people don’t even know what
a solar car is. I think that it is really
electrifying to watch Team PrISUm’s
new group of students embark on their
own exhilarating journey.
A lot has changed over months
since we raced PrISUm Odyssey from
Chicago to Los Angeles. The world is
a little bit different now, and it seems
that everyone who flies a flag is looking
for what it is that embodies Americanism. Solar racing, with students exercising their freedom to invent and to
compete, exemplifies, in small part,
what it means to live independently in
America. These are trying times, and
we need to hold on to those things that
are patriotic. This epic race to develop
energy-efficient transportation goes a
long way in making this American
dream a reality.
Good luck, Team PrISUm—it will be a
wild ride, but will be fun!

The race this past summer
was not only a technical challenge in
terms of solar car racing, but a logistical challenge as well. Because of
the nature of the race, we as a team
did not know where we would be
stopping at the end of the day. This
presented us with a number of challenges, such as how and where we
would be sleeping at night, where
our food and water would come
from, and how to minimize our expenses. For an entire semester before the race, we sat and thought
about these questions, and we came
up with some pretty unique solutions.
Not knowing how or where
we were going to be sleeping at night
was one of the biggest problems we
faced. What we wanted for each student was a dry
and comfortable place to
sleep at the
end of the day.
What we came
up with was
very
unique
among other
teams:
We
constructed 21
loft beds in the back of a 45’ semi
trailer. The ISU Department of Residence loaned us the beds and frames
and the football department let us use
their trailer. With the remainder of
the space in the trailer, a 1650 gallon
water tank and a shower were installed. Three of our race members:
Nick Mohr, Clint Miller and Tim
Lappe were trained to drive the semi
truck, and took turns driving over the
course of the race. Now that we had
sleeping arrangements made for the
entire trip, we could move on to
some of our other problems.
Not knowing where we
would be at the end of each race day
posed another problem: where would
we eat? If we were in the middle of
the desert, how far would we have to
travel to get food? What would we
eat while we were racing during the

day? Our solutions to these problems were also somewhat unique
among the other race teams. Parents
of a few students volunteered their
time to travel along the race with us
in an RV. Their job was to assist us
with food preparation, run errands
during the day, and help us with
laundry. Most of the food we ate we
took with us in a huge freezer full of
dry ice. The volunteer parents prepared the meal wherever we set up
camp at the end of the race day.
Each morning before setting out for
the day, they set up breakfast, which
usually consisted of
bagels, fruit and
juice, and an assortment of items for
sack lunches. Each
student was in charge
of making his/her
own meal for lunch
and eating breakfast.
Looking
back on the race, I
am not sure how a lot of the other
teams made it without this kind of
help. Myself and the rest of the race
team were extremely grateful for the
assistance they provided along the
way. They proved themselves an
invaluable resource. In turn, they
were a part of the first ever American
Solar Challenge, something only a
handful of people can claim.
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Daily Updates during the race
—what happened?
July 15, 2001 - The American Solar
Challenge started at 9 am this morning
with an overwhelming amount of
supporters and spectators showing their
enthusiasm for the event…This morning
and into the afternoon, Odyssey traveled
over 100 miles into central Illinois. The
team then stopped to examine the performance of Odyssey's electrical systems
… The remainder of today's racing day
was spent traveling along the route and
evaluating our caravan setup.

July 25, 2001 - This afternoon at approximately 12:03 pm PST, Team
PrISUm ran across the finish line of the
American Solar Challenge with Odyssey!
We were welcomed by friends, family,
the public, along with other teams here in
Claremont. Over the course of the 97
miles traveled today, we passed 3 other
teams. The terran into town was very
hilly, crowded, and very exciting. Over
the whole day, we held our speed at the
speed limit with a maximum speed on the
interstate at 71 miles per hour.

During the race Team PrISUm attempted to keep our
enthusiastic group of supporters informed by publishing daily updates on our web page. Here are few of
those updates (in case you missed one!)

July 16 2001 - … Around lunchtime, we
crossed over into Missouri and cheered as
we left the first state, Illinois, onto California. After traveling 122 miles to the
second media stop, determined by the
weather, the team decided to trailer Odyssey into Rolla, MO for the night...After
today's racing day, Team PrISUm was
given smiley face stickers from an
official. This was because of our
politeness and professionalism as we pass
cars during racing thus far. Odyssey has
also been receiving many compliments
from teams and officials.

July 23, 2001 - Today was the most
successful racing day for PrISUm Odyssey to date. The day started in Flagstaff
and onward to California. We traveled
312 miles past Flagstaff and ended the
day 73 miles outside of Barstow. Odyssey
averaged 39 miles an hour over very hilly
terrain. Leaving Flagstaff, the route took
us onto the interstate, where Odyssey
reached speeds of up to 65 miles per
hour.
Tonight, we have pulled over on the
side of Route 66. The temperature is
great, and we are all enjoying a very calm
evening. The stars are out and so are our
smiling faces as we look towards the final
stage of the American Solar Challenge!

July 17, 2001 - Starting this morning in
Rolla, Missouri, Odyssey encountered
problems with the trackers... Odyssey was
not charging correctly...The competitive
atmosphere here while racing against
other teams is very positive. While
watching our team have problems with
the trackers, MIT offered to help. MIT
not only helped, they provided us with
several trackers to use.
July 18, 2001 - ...Last night we sat
down as a team and decided to go
through 2 check points. Leaving a 7:45
am this morning, we did just that...At
each check point we are required to stay
there for 30 minutes. In Tulsa, we utilized
the time by charging and re-aligning the
suspension.
With more flawless travel this afternoon, Odyssey arrived in Edmond, Oklahoma at 3:50 pm. The weather is amazing
here, not a cloud in the sky...Today's race
day was a great strategy success. While
traveling today, we passed 10 different
teams.
July 19, 2001 - This morning the team
left Edmond and started traveling towards
Sayre, Oklahoma. During the route, one
of Odyssey's suspension components
failed while going over the very rough
roads of old Route 66. The team replaced
the part with a spare and were back on the
road. Along with the failure, we felt that
it would be important to make a stronger
part for the rest of the race. Currently,
new parts and spares are being made in
Amarillo.
Through the setbacks, Team PrISUm
still traveled 204 miles. We are all very
happy with how well we worked together
as a team to get the fix done.
July 22, 2001 - Last night, as a team, we
set a goal to make it 258 miles to Flagstaff, Arizona today. We made it and are
currently charging the battery pack. Today's route was very challenging for two
reasons. First, we climbed around 1,200
feet over the course of the day. Second,
today's route took us along Interstate 40
for 150 miles...Everyone is very pleased
with how well Odyssey has been performing. After working through bugs
with the car during the first few days of
the race, currently Odyssey is driving
very efficiently and effectively.
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W hy We Race

By Dwight Brown, Former
Director of Systems Integration

Check out our Website! www.prisum.iastate.edu

On Monday, August
27th 2001 I walked through the
front door of General Motor’s
Advanced Technology Vehicles
building to begin a four-month
work term. Like many of the
students who helped ISU’s
Team PrISUm finish the first- GM Sunracyer—picture taken from
ever American Solar Challenge, http://www.formulasun.org/history/index.html
I began working at the end of the very first solar car.
the summer of 2001. I signed in
I was introduced to a
at the security desk and sat in gentleman that I would be
the waiting room for my new working with. He was “the
Naming Contest for P7
supervisor to swoop in and strategy guy”. He would be deOct 27, 2001 Team PrISUm is officially anshow me my new job.
termining how this new vehicle
nouncing a contest for the name of the
After four years, two that we were working on would
team's seventh solar car. If you have an idea
races, and countless
be controlled, how it
sleepless nights on
would conserve enthat you think would be fitting for the name
Team PrISUm I was The solar car
ergy yet perform at a
of the next car, idea's will be accepted startnow entering a “real team is about a high level. Sitting on
ing today and ending January 1st, 2002. A
job”. The walls of way of solving
his desk was a copy
form for submitting ideas is accessible
the waiting room
of the GM Sunraycer
problems that
online. Participants will be asked to provide
were seemingly plasCase History -the
tered with automo- greatly impacts very same case hisa brief description of why their name would
tive awards, certifi- the future of
tory I read when I
be fitting for the team's next car. A team tcates, newspaper arti- our nation and first joined Team
shirt and commemorative plaque will be
cles, and magazine of out world.
PrISUm. Right then
awarded to the individual(s) who submit the
covers all depicting
and there I didn’t feel
winning name. The winning name will be
advanced automotive
overwhelmed anytechnologies like the all-electric
more.
announced no later than Feb. 1, 2002.
EV1 and flexible fuel pickup Right then and there I contrucks and family sedans. It firmed my belief that the solar
was simply overwhelming.
car team wasn’t about racing
Soon my supervisor across a continent, or driving
O ur A w ards for A SC 2 0 0 1
came and introduced himself through holiday parades. The
Team PrISUm received the award for Best
and we briskly walked out of solar car team is about a way of
Artistic
Design at the conclusion of ASC
the waiting room and down the solving problems that greatly
2001. We also one an award for Innovahall towards the area in which I impacts the future of our nation
tion in Technology. The team was also
would be working. He was ask- and of our world. It is about
ing about my commute and people working together to awarded an unofficial Team Work award at the staging
pointing out the different groups achieve a common goal for the point in Barstow, CA. Good Job Team!
of the organization and where good of our future.
they sat. As we walked, I noSunrayce 99 and the
ticed that the hallway walls American Solar Challenge of
were lined with pictures of the 2001 are some of my best
advanced vehicles that this memories, but they pale in comgroup has produced in its short parison to the lessons learned in
history: fuel cell cars, electric advancing and maturing with
trucks that climbed Pikes’s the members I worked closely
Peak, cars that set the land with on the team. My teamspeed record for electric vehi- mates are years ahead of the
cles, cars powered by natural other students graduating from
gas and hydrogen, by methane college. They know what it
Members of Team PrISUm Electrical Team display award
and propane, by turbines and means to set real goals, to work
for Innovation in Technology awarded at the conclusion of
ASC 2001. (Left to Right) Ross Fischer, Rob Smith, Colin
magnets. And all the way at the hard to achieve them, and to
Burnet, Tim Lappe, John Burns.
end of the hall was a large pho- find success in the end.
tograph of the GM Sunraycer S UNDIAL 4
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W h a t’s n e x t for Te a m PrISU m?
By Valerie Sandefur,,
Project Director

After an incredible summer,
Team PrISUm has chosen to
once again build a new car for
the next race – American Solar
Challenge 2003! Our goal is to
build upon our past 12 years of
experience design and construct
a car capable of earning first
place in ASC 2003!
As the new project director
for the team and a member of
this summers’ race crew I am
grateful to all of our supporters
who made the extra effort to
wish us good luck. One of the
most encouraging aspects of the
race was our devoted
“groupies!” I had a ton of fun
speaking with former alumni and
ISU supporters about our program and the university. I hope
to see a similar turnout, if not
larger, in two years!
Our progress in the design
aspects of P7 has so far been exciting and fast-paced. We have
chosen an accelerated timeline to
leave room for more testing before the race, and thus our design

process is well underway!
With the tragedies of September 11th still fresh upon the publics’ mind, fundraising has been
more challenging. We are facing
significant budget cuts, in order
to meet our deadlines. However
half the challenge of building a
solar car is raising support for
this incredible program, and
Team PrISUm is ready to tackle
every challenge between now
and the finish line!
As the months fly by we will
attempt to keep updates of our
progress and outreach events.
Feel free to contact us at solarcar@iastate.edu with any questions about our program!
One of my favorite sayings
comes from a memorial at the
Kennedy Space Center – A
rough road leads to the stars.
The next two years will prove to
be an unforgettable adventure for
our new team! Thank you for
your support of our efforts to
advance solar technology and
maintain ISU’s reputation of ingenuity and perseverance!

Recent Outreach Events:
Ju l y 28, 2001 - Energy Technology
Show, San Bernardino, CA
Sep t embe r 8, 2001 - I-RENEW

Energy Expo, Hiawatha IA
Sep t embe r 19, 2001 - Learning @

Lunch, Ames Middle School
Sep t embe r 22, 2001 - Muscatine Elec-

trathon, Muscatine IA
Oc t obe r 12, 2001 - ISU Retiree’s
Conference, ISU Campus
Oc t obe r 13, 2001 - “Run Up North”

Rochester MN
Oc t obe r 18, 2001 - Conference for

PWSE, ISU Campus
Oc t obe r 24, 2001 - IPTV,
ICN Session - “Exploring Solar Energy”

The New Line-Up

Valerie Sandefur (Director) &
Ross Fischer (Assistant Director)

Jake Strait, Nate Nelson & Stephanie
Yungk (Mechanical Team Leads)

Eric Christensen & Colin Burnett
(Motor Specialist & Electrical
Team Lead)

Rob Smith & Zach Chisman
(Array Team Co -leads)

Wai Hoo Chan (Outreach Coordinator)
Steven Schroeder (Facilities Manager) &
Leah Christensen (Secretary)

“Run Up
North” gave
new students a
chance to see
what it takes
to drive a
solar car.
Top—Team
PrISUm
crowds under
a tent to avoid
the weather!
Right— A tire
change between Owatonna and
Rocehster,
MN. A fast
and efficient
pit crew is
essential !
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